
MOTOR CARAVANNERS’ CLUB CHILTERN GROUP¶
ZOOM COMMITTEE MEETING¶

1ST JUNE 2023 19.30PM¶
❡

❡ ❡ ❡

Present
¶

Carole Ward - Chairperson¶

Pete Ingham - Secretary¶

Roy Ward - Treasurer¶

Sharon Heritage - Rally Officer¶

Shirley Ingham - Booking Secretary¶

Paul Walker - Communication¶

David Moth - Committee¶

Action¶

1¶ CW - Just a couple of actions from the last meeting in April, Paul you were
going to canvas people around the website and I know you got a
response from your friend. One thing we didn't hear anything about at the
National, unless it was said separately, was about the website they're
doing, but then I got the impression that things don't move very fast.
PW - I did get the impression that the new website is coming and that the
groups sites would be tied to the main one.
CW - I think we are going to have to limp on with what we've got for now.
Paul you were going to advertise the New Year Rally on FB and WA, you
have done.
SI - We are up to 40 with the new year rally, five spaces left for new
members. We have to beware of people saying they are attending but not
booking.
CW - do we need to advertise? As it's only June and only five spaces left
and five spaces held for any new members, we should have a cut off at
the end of July and then release the spaces to general MCC members.
SI - if the MCG declares they are Chtn that's how they will be listed on the
booking, but that doesn't change the overall amount, that's forty spaces.
CW - Paul, you sent a very nice reminder to people to sort their rubbish
out.
There were other actions but things like we need to pay for the deposit for
the NYE in July, which is down to RW.

❡

2¶ RALLIES
CW - Just to give you a bit of feedback that we heard at the National, we
asked the question about whether the MCG need to contact the area
before they book rallies, and yes they should but they don't need to fill the
form out, so it was a bit of a compromise ish wasn't it?
Martin was adamant that the MCG do contact the area before they book
and we were saying no they dont. So they need to make contact with the

❡



group as a matter of courtesy and have an adult conversation as to
whether it's appropriate or not.
At the members meeting SH asked about dogs in shelters and the answer
we got was a bit woolly initially but you pushed them Sharon for a
definitive and basically what they're saying is no reason why you can't
have dogs in shelters if the sides were off provided everybody agrees. We
will have to wait and see what's in the minutes which will be printed in the
magazine.
The other thing that came out in the group meeting, it transpires that one
of the things is the CFG which is felt is not fit for purpose. The email
system is reaching everybody. Keith Pool has sent out revised Risk
Assessments but are not getting through, something is wrong with the
group email.
Janice from Kent, joined in the conversation and we might collaborate and
come up with something.
Something in writing about what was said, will wait for the minutes. Quiet
well behaved dogs.

3¶ We managed to get the whole of Chiltern on one table. Everybody was
pleased with how well the National went.

❡

4¶ SH - could we print extra booklets next year so that we could give them to
other groups at National and shows.
CW - such a good time at the National we should push it to our group and
the entertainment was excellent.

❡

5¶ Next Years Rallies -
SH - we've got Greatstones School over the bank holiday weekend, when
speaking to Janice, she reckoned 25 vans, thats Easter, I've booked
Cookham today, previous ralliers reckon 15 vans, but looking at it I
estimate more, dares are 3rd to 6th of May, there is a hall with 2
sections with space for 30 or 80 people. To be decided which room and
for how long. Due to surrounding buildings/neighbours functions have to
finish by 1030pm. SH will go back and try to negotiate a better price for
one of the halls. Barnstones pencilled in but for 19 - 21 Jan. Awaiting a
reply from the Village Hall and MCC Nene Valley are happy. We can have
a day meet on the Sunday morning.
Netley RVCP, have been spoken to about 20 - 25 Sep, then to Winchester
rugby club.
Bledlow is very difficult to contact, DM will visit.
Cropredy is booked.
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6¶ Three and four day rallies. Some locations would not suit 3-4 day rallies
as the lack of amenities. On longer rallies members can attend for just 2
nights. So booking a mixture of both would suit everyone.

❡

7¶ CW - comms, Paul can you put something out for Basingstoke a last
minute reminder and for the NYE rally

❡PW



Finance - RW - £6914.45 in the bank.
SH - can we buy and give away some freebies i.e. keyrings/pens/
coasters etc with Chiltern logo.

8¶ Equipment - RW - I suggest that we purchase another shelter, the same
size as the ones we have and one will get scrapped. No. 2 and 5 will get
combined.
Feather banner it is felt we should purchase a large one as our two
previous ones were written off.
It was confirmed that we would not buy battery packs for lighting due to
the difficulty of maintenance and charging.
RISK ASSESSMENTS - there is no detailed instructions as to who should
fill them out. On completion they should be stored for SIX years. We can
keep ours on the drive.

❡

❡ Meeting was closed at 20.30¶ ❡

❡

GUEST


